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SOLDERABILITY TESTING 

William B. Rar.ding 

I Purpose 

Soldering is a widely ~ed. process for the Joining ot metals. Bil.lions of solder 

Joints are made each ~r. The ease and speed With which soldering can be done 

are of considerable im:gortance ·to ·industry as is the quality of the Joints made. 

These factors are affected· directly by the solderability of the metals being 
·, 

Joined. For this reason, tests that Will measure solderability are of importance 

in the selection of materials and in tbe routine evaluation of production parts. 

An important way to promote· and preserve the solderability of a surface is to 

apply an electrodepoait,; such as .. tin, that bas a high inherent solderability. 

The subjects of solderability ·and solderability testing are, therefore, of 

considerable interest·to electroplaters. 

· The P'l;ll"pose of this paper is .to briefly present the theory underlying solderability 
-<- ~-~~ -----.-..-..._ 0> '-- o- ' 

' 
and to reView_ the ma~ s'olderability tests that have been used in industry and 

laboratories. 

II ~eory 

A, Wetting 

The formation of a solder joint involves the wetting of the metal surfaces 

to be joined by a mol~n low-melting alloy, the flowing of the' alloy over 

the surfaces,· its penetration into the creVices of the Joint, and the 
. ' ' . . 

development upon solidification of a ·metallurgical bond. Consequently, 

understanding ·the mechanisms of wetting, spreading, and penetrating is 

i,1b~i~~l;,;;tf~, ~q.er~tandins t~e nature of the solderins operation and to the 
, 

1
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development and application of a meaning:f'ul solderability test. The theory 
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has been extensively dealt with elsewhere (1, 21 3, 4, 5, 6, 1, 8)* so only 

a brief out1ipe w~ be presented here. 

When a quantity of;.liquid is placed upon a horizontal solid surface, the 

liquid assumes a form that is a balance between the forces of gravity and 

the surface tensions or energies involved. Gravity acting alone would cause 

the liquid to spread in all directions. This tendency· is resisted by tle 

attraction of the· liquid atom& for each other whic~, if acting alone, 
.,. 

would cause the liquid to aasume the shape of a sphere. A third important · 

force is the attraction between the atoms of the liquid and those of the . . 

solid. The great~r .:th:f:.s. ~tt~r. force, the greater the tendency for the liquid 

to spread and the ·lesser this force the. greater the ·tendency ·of the liquid 

to draw up into a· ball. Analysis of ·the attractive forces as they act at 
• 

the boundary of the li<].W.d will tell . us how to expect the liquid to act. 

Figure 1 illustrates the condition at the .boundary before· it has achieved 
.•. 

equilibrium., The· surtace. tension of the soiid surface 1n contact with the 

gas phase is 1 sg and ·is,acting· horizontally to the left. The surface 
/ . . 

tension of the liquid in contact with the ·solid is 1sl and is acting to 

the ·:r.':Lght. The third. force is 1lg, the surface tension of the liquid at 
p • 

the vapor interface. act.i,J:lg. _in ... an upward direction. The angle with the horizontal 

that this third farce assumes at equilibrium 1.8 determined by the relative 

sizes of it and the other ·two. The angle assumed will be such that the 

horizontal component of the·. force acts :to balance the difference between 

the sizes of the two forces acting in ·the solid surface •. Thus, if 

i sg) 1 sl, 1· ~ ,dll be inclined t~ the right as shown in Figure 2. 

If, on tP.e other· hand, 1 sg ( 1 sl,· 118 Will be incline4 to the left 

as shown in Figure 3. 

*The numbers in parentheses identif): literature sources listed in the references 
at the end of the paper. 

~· 
j 

. j 
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The horizontal component of the liquid-gas surface tension is ~lg cos 9 

and the algebraic representation of the equilibrium condition is given by 

Equation 1. 

Equation~, ~sg =. ~si + ~lg cos 9 
'· 

9 is the angle made by the wetted solid surface and a tangent to the liquid

gas surface at the point where this surface meets the solid surface. This 

angle is called the· contact angle or the angle of dihedral. If the angle 

is less than 90° ·aa ·it is·' in Figure 2·, the liquid is said to wet the surface • 
.. 

If it is greater than 90° as in Figure 3; it is said to not wet the surface. 

However, the difference is only a matter of degree. For no wetting to . . 

occur at all, Ysl Would have·.to be larger than ~g +. T1g and 9 would 

be l8o 0
• For perfect wett~, 9 would b·e o• and the liquid would flow 

. '· . 

over the surface until is wa.S' an atom thick. 

. . .· . ~ . 

The ability of a liquid to wet a surface is of interest since a given volume 

of liquid will spread out over a larger area of surface the greater its 

tendency to wet. Most soldering operations require that the molten solder 

spread from its or1gixlei location over a wider area. AJ_ao, 

wetting is the result of a relatively high attraction between t~e solder 

and the solid which is·necessary for a strong joint. 

Another way of ~ing wetting· phenomena makes use of thermodynamics. 

If the surface betWeen a liquid and a solid is. diminished by 1 sq. em. 

the interfaces between the solid and the gas and between the liquid and 

the gas are each increased by 1 sq. em. The work done is the change in area 

times the interfacial surface tension and is numerically equal to the surface 

tension. The total work d.Ones is, therefore: . 

Equation~. WA ~--·· rlg +' ~ --~· 
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This is the work required to separate the liquid f'rom the solid and is 

ca~ed the work of adhesion. 

Now if the liquid is visua~ized as a column 1/2 sq. em. in cross section 

and is pulled apart without any reduction 1n cross section two new liquid

gas interfaces are formed, each 1/2 sq. em. in area for a total new surface 

of 1 sq. em. The ~ork done here is 11g a11d is the work necessary to 

separate the liquid f'rom itself. This· is called the work of cohesion, we. 

Cambini~ Equations 1 and 2 gives: 

Equation 3 

Equation 4 

WA a ilg (1 + cos 9) =We (1 + cos 9) 

Cos 9 = WA '!" 1. 

We 

So, it is seen that the contact· angle depends upoq. tbe relatiVe values of 

the work of adhesion, the attraction.between the liquid molecules and the 

solid molecules, and the work of cohesion, the attraction of the liquid 

molecules tor.themaelves. · 

The foregoing analysis made several important assUJrQ?tions: 

1. The. solid surface is perfectly smooth~ 

2 •. The solid.surtace is perfectly clean. 

3. The third phas·e, vapor, has no. significant influence. 

4. There is no interaction between the liquid and the solid. 

In practice, none ot.. these ass~tions is true. This does not invaliCiate 

the principles developed, but shows that they must be used with care. When 

the assumptions fall down they change the interaction of the system • 

.All gurf{l.cea ba.'v'e . ~ f~~~P.~ •·. TbU ro~1.u1 -.Y be i,t\e~l1~ea. ~ being · 

one of the two types shown in Figure 4. 

-..... 
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A surface of interlaced grooves will tend to increase spreading by the 

capillary action of the grooves. A surface of pits Will tend to reduce the 

spread because the walls between the pits ~resist flow. Most metal 

surfaces that are fSOldered probably are of t~ interlaced grooves, receiving 

scratches tram cutting tools, rolls, dies 1 abrasives. These finishes 

also are usus.l.ly directional and there will tend to be a greater spread 

parallel to the direction of the surface features. Related to the influence 

of surface roughness is the effect of the size, orientation, and degree of 

metall\lrgicai work of' th~ grains . in the substrate. 

No solid surface is clean, except possibly that exposed to hard vacuum. 

Surfaces are covered With grease, oil, tarnish, adsorbed moisture or 

gases. For a liqUid metal to wet such a surface it must first displace 

the films that· are present. .The films may be so tenacious that the 

liquid cannot displAce them alone. . In these cases, which are common, a flux 

is used. · This is usually a liquid, or a material that is liquid at soldering 

temperatures. The surface tensions of' solid-gas and liquid-gas are now 

replaced by those of solid-flux and liquid-flux and these may be considerably 

different trom the previous quantities. Added com;plications arise when the 

f'lux produces vapo~ as tram boil~ng solvents or solid residues. Fluxes 

are electrolytes. producing a c.ell when in contact with the diss:Jm1Jar metals. 

In certain.flux, sUbstrate, solder combinations there may be electrolytic 

transfer of metal tram the .. solder to the sUbstrate surface ahead of' the 

advancing solder.· It thiS· occ'Urs, ·it enhances wetting and spreading. 

The fourth ass~ion of no interaction between the liquid and solid is 

a most important· one. ·In all successfUl solder Joints, there is a reaction 
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between the solder and the substrate. It may take the form of ingredients 

in the solder dissolving in the substrate or the formation of intermatallic 

compounds. In either case, the effect is profoUndly to affect wetting and 

spreading. The e:f~ect may be either way. If the action is that of a solder 

ingredient dissolving ·in the ~ubstrate, wetting and spreading is enhanced. 

If the action is the formation of intermetallic compounds 1 the compound formed 

may have a lower surface energy and thUs a lower degree of attraction for the 
' . 

solder and dewettirig. can·. occur~ This brings up an important point. The 

spreading of solder over a substrate takes place in 2 steps. Initially and 

rapidly the liquid solder assumes a shape on the solid as dictated by the 

surface tension forces. ··Then a relatively slower spreading (or de"iretting) 

takes place as the interaction of the solder and substrate takes place. The 

temperature has an important influence, determining the rate of solid solution 

formation and the possibility of .intermetallic compound formation. If the . . 
solid dissolves in the solder it can, even in very low concentrati_ons 1 

dramatical.ly effect the flow .. ~h~acteristics (91 10) • 

. .. . ' .. 

Surface tenston t~eory can c~t light on the subject of wetting but its 

answers must be modified as dictated by other influences. 

B. Penetration 

A solder joint consists of two surfaces brought into intimate juxtaposition 

joined by the filling of _the intervening space with solder. So, to form a 

sound joint the liquid solder must penetrate this intervening space. It 
. .. 

does this through capille.ry flow. 

If the opening is a small tube the meniscus formed closely approximates 

a portion of a sphere; Figure. 5 illustrates the s i t~tion Where the liquid 

wets the capilla.ry. On the convex side of the surface, the pressure is 
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reduced due to, the surfa(:e tension. The liquid, according~, rises in the 

tUbe until ita height balances this reduction in pressure. The height is 

given by equation 5. 

Equation 5. h.= 2 1 cos 9 
r?g 

. Where: . h a. be1ght 
'Y = surface tension 
9 = contact angle 

· r = radius of' capillaey · 
;0 = density of' liquid · 
g -·gravitational constant 

A similar analysis. Will yield Equation 6 Which states the height of capillary 
. . -. 

rise between two parallel plates. 

Equation 6· h ... 21 cos .9 

~g 
Where: d a distance between plat'es 

From Equations 5· and 6 it 1B seen that the amount· of' penetration of a liquid 

into a vertical capillary is greater for greater surface tension, .lower· contact 

angles, and narrower spacings • 

This analysis yields equilibrium positio~. The rate at Which equilibrium is 
. 

approaohed i8 of ~ramount interest. 

Neglecting atmospheric pressure and gravity the following relat'ionship expressing 

rate of flow in a capillary can be derived from Poiseulle •a ·Equation (5). 

Equation 7 <ll = r 1 
dt 'prl, 

cos 9 

Where: 1 == length of' penetration of liquid into a 
capillary in time t · 

r a ·radius of' capillary 
9 ~ contact angle 
1 a surface tension 
1 a ~cosity 

. ·" 
. : '.! .. , 
. •,. 
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cos 9.) rt 
2 

The quantity ( 1 · cos 9 ) is a measure of the penetrating power of the 

liquid and is caha(l t~e coeffici~nt of penetration, k.·. It is determined by 
' 

the liquid's surface tension and viscosity and the contact a~ •. 

If, in penetrat.ing. a capi~,· the solder must displace a liquid flux, the 

penetra.tion coefficient is r.sf cos 9 . where s and f refer to the solder 
2 (1 s + 7f) 

and the flux. 

These equations show that the speed of penetration Of a joint by a solder is 

directly proportiODal tO the radiUs (dimensions Of the joint) I the Suface . 

. tension of the solder, the cosine of the contact angle and is inversely 

proportioml to the. viscosity.of the. solder (or solder plus liquid flux) and 

the depth of ·penetration. It ·is interesting that the spreading of solder is 

promoted by a low solder surface t·ension ·and capil.lary penetration by a ' : . 

' 
high solder surface tension. Both spreading and penetration are enhanced 

by a low contact angle. 

Again, as in the case of spreading, the relationships expressed in Equations 

7 and 8· are tO be modified by Surface ~Onditions 1 temperature gradientS I and 

other deviations :from the assumptions. 

III Solderability Tests 

A. General · 

Solderability tests have been devised for three principle reasons: 

1. Study of the ·mechanism of solderability. 

2. Evaluation of the influence. of variables (solder, substrate, flux, etc.) 

on solderabUi ty. 
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3· .Determination of t~e solderability of in-process production parts. 

The tests.can be class~fied into one of two broad categories, wettabili~y 

tests and penetration ·tests~ · Strength tests have been used also but these 

involve more than si.mple solderability ·and are considered only.brief'ly here. . ' . . 

Dip tests are considered to be a type of wettability test. 

B. Wettability Tests 

It was pointed out in the theoretical portion that the formation of a sound 

solder joint requires that the molten solder wet the surfaces to be Joined. 

It is not surprising, then, that ma~ solderability tests attempt to measure 

this tendency to wet. Another reason for the popula.ri ty of this approach is 

its simplicity--a rather deceptive simplicity. There are many references to 

. wettability tests consisting of measuring the spread of a quantity of solder 
.. 

on a surface or the ·examination. of a solder film f~rmed when a part is dipped· 

into molten solder. These are Wide~ scattered and frequent~ too ·incomplete~ 

de'scribed to .. be of much use. The work mentioned in the folloWing paragraphs 

has b~en selected. as the more important and better documented information. 

Among the earliest reports of spread tests is that of Coffman and pS.rr (11) who 

performed their tests in a vacuum on cleaned· and polished copper sheets. The 

solder was 6o-4o tin-lead. Some runs. were With and others without flux. The 

temperature was 350 C (about 165°C over the liquidous) and tilDe of spread 

45 minutes. A qualitative· measure ·of the degree of spread was determined 

visua~. 

Latin (12) reported in 1938 the results of spread tests of tin and of eutectic 

tin-lead solder on co_pper using rosin flux. .Jie performed :the tests at several 

tem;peratur.es thea :mlcrosectioned the specimens and measured the contact angles. 
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These results are given in Table I. 

Table I. Contact Angles on Copper, from Latin. 

oc 
Tem~rature Contact Angle 
0 c. s.bov~ li~uidous Tin Eutectic Tin-Lead Solder 

J 

. 195 .·~ 70 

250 . 18 70 

265 33 65· 

265 82 50 

325 . 93 55 

320 137 * 
* Very small and diffictil~ to measure 

Because of the shortage of tin during World War n; interest was directed at 

·this tilne to solders. With low tin contents. Kies and Roeser (13, 14) performed 

some spread tests of .solder of this type. The solders studied contained from 

4o% to no tin, the balance being prjmarUy·lead. In certain solders the 

effects of relatively sm8l.l propol"tions of bismuth and silver were determined. 

Fifteen fluxes :were inclUded, mainly Jilixtures . of zinc and . ammonium chloride 

but also rosin and ·-several others... Th~ substrates were copper, 0. 05 em. 

(0.022 inch) thick.and sheet iron, 0.089 em. (0.035 inch) thick~ 
.... 

The substrate pane~, 7.5 to 10 em. (3 to 4 inches) square, were cleaned in 

hydrochloric acid. A fixed volume of solder, 0.05 cu. em., was placed in the 

center, the fl~ was placed. on and around the solder 1 and the whole was 

placed in a preheated oven. The specimens were then cooled, washed, and 

the area covered by the solde~ measw;oed With a planimeter. The temperatures 

used were. from .20 to l40°C .above the liquidoUS temperatures ot th,e solders 

and the time of heating was ·either 10 or 6o minutes after melting occurred. 

Kies ·and Roeser po1n~ed out the necessity of keeping the 

.. , 

- .. - _______ _____:_ _________________________ ___ 
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specimens horizontal and for establishing a uniform surface finish. The 

spread. results reported by these workers must be. cons.idered With caution 

because the time cyc~e of the test was not at a~ related to those found in 

actua~ soldering operations. In addition the rate of heating. was less than 

that in so~dering·. · It aho might be expected that tarnishing of the substrate . . . . . . 

would occur during heat~ influencing the resul.ts · •. 

McKewon and Moore (15) developed .the spread test further. They pointed out 

the iiii'luence upon the ,result~ of the surface condition of the specimen (roughness, 

oxidation, etc.) 1 of the size and shape of the solder pellet1 and of the method 

of ·applying the heat and flux. For these reaso~, th~y warned, results .cannot 

always be compared from work· to work. In their tests they used annealed 

copper· spec·imens, 3.8 cuf •. (1-1/2 inch) square and a length of 8 mm diameter 

solder wh-e.; .o.i cu.· c:JJi. in volume (tWice 1;he volume ~f Kies' and Roeser's 
. ' . 

solder ·specimens>.~ Prior to a 7est the copper was cathodically cleaned, 

bright dipped,·and electropolished in phosphoric acid. Immediately before 

use it was cathodically cleaned in 5~ sodium phosphate and dipped in 5% 

sodium cyanide solution. . The specimens were ~luxed1 the solder placed in 

the center, and the wb.~ie placed on the top of a copper block 4.4 em. (1-3/4 

inches) square turned dow to 3.8 em·. (1-1/2 inches) diameter at the top. 

The copper block was heated by a gas flame and the temperature measured by 

a thermocouple or a· thermometer inserted in the block. The heat was adJusted 

to give a temperature 6o°C above the liquidous of the solder. In initial 

tests the top of the block was tinned to improve the conduction of heat to 

the· specimens but this interfered With keeping the latter horizontal. The 

tin: was, therefore j replaced by a nickel plate that had been oxidized at 

500 c. 
,, I 

~~- ~ 

---~·-··-------------------~------------------------------------------------
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The solder specimen me.lted wi;thin 10 seconds of placing the panel o;n the 

block. Spreading virtually' ceased in a :f'urther 50· secon(ls but heating was 

continued for a total of 9J seconds. The plate was then slipped off onto a 

horizontal support·, cooled, washed, and the area of spread measured With a 

planimeter. No attempts were made to measure the rate of wetting. 

This test was· a step forward in that a more rapid, more realistic heating .rate 

was used although the time of testing still was too long. Also, there. was 

an· uncertainty in the results in that it could not be assumed that the temperature 

of the specimen was the· same as the copper block. 

Sperotto (16) also added refinements to the spread test. Observing that simply. 

placing the panel on a hot plate warped the specimen, he built a perforated 

hot plate,.the holes being connected to a source of vacuum which held tbe 

test panel in ip.timate .contact ·With the heated surface. In a further 

step to improve . control the hot plate was contained w1 thin a bell jar alloWing 

spread tests. to be performed· under special atmospheres. 

The specimens were 5·7 em. (2.:.1/4 inch) diameter tin-plate disks. The disks, 

with solder and flux in place, were placed in a fixture above the hot plate. 

The bell jar was installed and the system evacuated. The special atmosphere 

ws then. introduced .and the · disk lowered to the hot plate, the hold down 

vacuum being turned on just before contact. 

The solder pellets were. 0. 79 em. (0.31 inch) .diameter disks punched out of 

0.066 em. '(0.026 inch) .. thick sheet solder (0.03 cu. em.). The thicknesses 

of the pellets were measured and those not within 0.0005 em. (0.0002 inch) 

of the nominal were discarded. The hot plate ws maintained at 56°C above 

·the liquiQous of the solder. Sperotto found that at temperatures under 
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42 to 44°C over the liquidous the fluidity of the solder and the area of spread 

were less. fncreasiDg the t~perature beyond the ~6°C over the liquidous 

had no significa~t effeC1; on the spread.·. The area of the spread was measured . 
With a planimeter. ·sperotto reported results With 4~ tin- 96% lead· 

a~d ~ tin - 6o% ]J!ad solder ·and rosin-alcohol flux, on black iron plate and 

various weights of tin plate. He did not report the length of time the solder 
. . 

was molten, an important factor that should have been stated. 

Ba.Uey and Watkins. (17) ... used th~· spread test to compare plain and activated 

rosin-flux:e~. They q~te justly'. criticized previously' used methods as being 
. '• ~ 

too slow. Their solution was· t.o clamp the two ends of 10 x 13 x 0.013 em. 

(4 x 5 i 0.005 incli)"met8i .. specinien8. (copper, nickel, and steel, bare and cadmium, 

ti~,. ~ z.inc plated). between copper blocks one of which was spring loaded 

to maintaiD ten8ion on the specimen. The specime~ were heated by passing 

through them up··to· 250 ·amperes of alternating current. Precision was improved 

by using t:i.m.er control:Jl on the power supply'. 

Two glass tubes were moUnted vertically over the long centerline of the panel 
' . 

with the bottom of each, a little above the paDel. Cored solder specimens 

(l em. lengths of 0.-16 ·em. wire, 0.02 cu. em~) were· inserted into the tubes 
. . 

through which th~y fell until they came into contact with the panel. Nichrome 

weights were dropped into the tubes next to insure good contact of the solder 

with the panel. The CmTent was turned on melting',the solder within 

2-1/2 seconds. The current ·was turned ott at various elapsed times allowing 

the rate of spread to be determined. Because of the thin gage of the panels 
:·. 

cooling was rapid and an accurate measure of the time was obtained. The 

authors pointed out that the shorter testing times better simulated actual 

production conditions. 
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·An additional feature of the test was provision in the fixturing for tilting 

the panel sideways.· At a 30 degree tilt,· solder that did not wet ran off the 

panel. This allowed the procedure to be used as a go-no go test. 

Bailey and Watkins in another .report (l) described extensive tests of wetting 

of metals by solder. A simple spread test was used to. compare tin-lead solders 

of different metal ratios and to determine the influence. of temperature. 

They also used a more elaborate method. The beating was done in a fUrnace 

containing a hydrogen atmosphere in order to eliminate the need for and influence 

of fluxes. 

The furnace had a glass top to permit viewing the test. A copper sheet 

specimen rested on the heated furnace base in ~cb. there was inserted a 

thermocouple. Just above the specimen wa8 a loosely mounted horizontal 

quartz rod with a spoon shaped cavity at the end to bold a bead of liquid 

metal which could be quickly deposited upon the panel by rotating the rod. 

A square of wire gauze was usually attached to the quartz rod in such a way 

that it could be held over the spreading drop and used to estimate the 

area of spread. 

The copper panels were.3o8 X 3~8 X 0.038 em. '(l-l/2 X l-l/2 X .015 incb) 1 

oxygen tree, high conductivity strip that had been cathodically cleaned, 

annealed in hydrogen·, flattened, and again cleaned just prior to being put 

in the fUrnace. A 0.05 cu. em. Pellet of the solder was placed· in the spoon. 

The turnace was th,en sealed, purged with hydrogen, and then heated to 6oo C 

tor 15 minutes to further clean the materials. The temperature was adJusted 

to the desired value, the drop of solder was· applied to the copper panel, 

and estimates of the .. area of spread were made at intervals for 30 minutes. 
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In all tests, a well defined drop, 10 - 12 mm in diameter, formed immediately. 

Relatively slow spreading then occurred, in same cases very slight, in others 

quite extensive. Bailey. and Watkins observed that the spreading !!haracteristics 

could be classifie~ into three categories: 

1. . Marked secondazj spreading, to areas greater than are obtained with thE!· 

same composition at higher temperatures. 

2. Slight secondary spreading, to are~ less than or equal to those obtained 

With the same composition at higher temperatures •. 

3. No secondary spreading. 

Using the same equipment and procedure, spread tests were run with tin, lead, 

tin-lead alloys, and bismuth on iron, nickel, and silver. 

Adams used the spread test under special atmosphe:r:es to study wetting 

phenomena in brazing· and soldering. · He measure.d the contact angle by 

taking motion pictures of. the spot as it spread. The spot was illmninated 

from directly above and the camera was mounted at a known angle· to the 

vertical (Figure 6). ·· As the· spot expanded, the reflected light moved out 

the surface toward the edge and disappeared whEm the contact angle reached 

one-half the angl6·.·6f sepa.ration of the light and camera. This method is 

best adapted for fa_st spreading drops with contact angles of about 1°. 

The contact angles of slower spreading drops, 5° and larger, were best 

measured by quenching and cross sectioning. The rate of spreading was 

also measured from the motion pictures. Adams found that the rate of spread 

of tin on copper was profoundly affected by the presence of a trace of 

oxygen. In the complete absence of oxygen, the spreading rate was considerably 

less. For example, ~opper surfaces that were cleaned in nitric acid were 

' . 
wet much faster than those that were not· so cleaned. 
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This observation must be kept in mind when considering results of work 

done under artificial atmospheres. 

Pessel (18) introduced tVo intersting modifications to the spread test. He 

prepared solder s~~illlens by tightly' looping wire solder about itself and 

cutting it With a ~zor blade at the edge of the loop. This relatively' 

fast technique prodilced specim.ens a: consistent size (0.25 gram). In his other 

modification he· re~la~ed the ~surement of the area of the spread of the 

solder With ·a measur.ement of the height of the solder spot after testing. 

He then calculated a spread factor using Equation 9. 

Equation 9 ·spread Factor= D - H x 100 
D 

Where: D = diameter of a sphere equal in volume to the solder 
specimen 

1! = height of the solder spot. 

In the absence of gravity and With no wetting, the molten solder would 

assume the s~pe of a sphere,. D would equal H, and tbe spread factor would 

be zero. If wetting were perfect,. H would be zero and the spread factor would 

be 100. Fessel suggests the following solderability scale. 

Spread Factor 

u;p to 6o 

· 6o to 10 

70 t·o 8o 

8o t.o 90 

90 and over 

.. ···: . .... , 

Solderability 

Very poor 

Poor to fair 

Fair to good 

Good to vecy good 

Excellent 

This method of evaluation·~is ·simple but the: results obtained are related to . . 
. , , • . , · '•:'-·· .,......-r ~ ••. ;:' "! ..... ,, ••• -:·· •• ~ • -· 

. the. ~ti-q-·~~·solfd,er m~eci sim:e. ll Will lie ~u~ ~or t12 
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quantity of solder but D is directly related to it. The larger the quantity1 

therefore 1 the larger will be: the spread factors. 

Pessel determined the spr~d factor on 2.5 em. (1 inch) square copper foil 

:panels. These along with the solder and f'lux were placed on a wire gauze 

tray and heated ~ ·.,n air oven at 250 C tor 5 minutes • 
•• 1 • 

I 

Thwaites (19) performed extensive spread tests to evaluate the inf'luence 

on the solderability of plate~. tinis~es by the: 

1. Type ot coa:1iing. 

2. Thickness of coating. 

3. . Type ot bas is metal 

4. · Storage period. 

5. Storage . temperature. 

' 6. Undercoat layers applied beneath the final coating. 
-· . 

7. Passivation or other. i)rotective treatments· applied to the final 

coati~ •. 

He chose the spread test because he felt it to be the only solderability 
... 

test capable of some correlation With commercial practice. He did not 

take into accotu:lt the r(lte of spreading because. he believed the final area 

of spread alone would·provide a reaa.onably true picture ot solderability. 

The proced:ure used was basically the same as that of Bailey and Watkins. 

Eight and 9/10 by 1.8 x 0.02 to 0.03 ~·· (3.5 x 0.5 x o.oo8 to 0.012 inch) 

strips were clamped be~ween copper blocks 1 spring loaded to maintain tension. 

An electric current was passed through the specimens heating them to 250 C 

within 5 seconds. 

The solder W?ed was 6o..4o tin.:.lead, punched tram rolled sheet o.4 em. diameter . . 
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by 0.16 em. thick (5/32 inch diameter by 1/16 inch thick). The tlux used 
'· 

was 20~ rosin-alcohol. 

After a test the solder spot was photographed and the area ot spread in 

an enlargement was :measured With a planimeter. 

The coatings studieli were; tin, tin-zinc, tin-Dickel, tin-cadmium, cadmium, 

and silver. The basis metals were 'steel, brass, and copper. 

Thwaites' results a~e detailed and valuable and are ot basic· importance 

to the subject of solderability. His decision not to measure spreading 

rates 1 however 1 was un:f'ortuna te. 

In further work (36) Tbwaites concluded that electrical heating was unsuitable 

because of difficulties in adjusting the heating ~urrent to compensate 

for variations in s:i)ecimen con(luctivity or thickness and solder or flux 

volume. He 1 therefore 1 devised equipment in which the panel and solder 

specimen were lowered mechanically' onto the surface of a solder bath, the 

panel allowed to float: and then gently' removed also mechanically'. An 

electric contact that was made and broken. when the panel touched and 

left the sol~~ prov:to..ed acourato timing of the immersion. This work was 

done in conjunction With wetting ra.te tests described later in this paper. 

Harding and Pressly' (20) used the spread test to compare the solderabilities 

of several types of gold plating of several thiclmesses. They· immersed the 

plated test panel in molten rosin at either 204 C or 26o C. After it . . . 

reached the temperature of test a loop of solder 1 prepared according to 

Pessel' s technique 1 .. was placed .in . the center of the panel. The solder was 

allowed to spread for 5 minutes after melting, was then removed from the 

rosin and air' cooled. Molten rosin was used as a heating medium to provide a 
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rapid and reproducible heating cycle and to flux thoroughly the surface 

since the information desired.concerned the interaction or gold and solder 

only. Pessel's s~ad factor was used to evaluate the results. The 

results could n:ot pe directly related to solderability in practice because 

of the differences between the test and practice. The results did, however, 

give some comparison of different j:;ypes of gold. 

Barber (9) used the spread test to evaluate fluxes in cored 50-50 tin-lead 

solders. His test panels were polished nickel plated brass. The solder 

was cut from 0.16 em. (0.062 inch) Wire and was formed into a ring. The 

ring was placed on the panel and the panel was floated on molten tin-lead

bismuth alloy heated to 225 C. The surface of the molten. alloy was first 

allowed to· oxidize presumably to prevent its wetting of the panel. The 

results of'the test were expressed in terms of the appearance of the molten . . 

solder anci were cl.as·sified according to one . of four cases. 

Case 1 - Molten solder rolls u,p int.o one or two round balls. 

Case 2 ~ Solder sticks in a fev places in unsymmetrical blobs. 

Case J - Solder wets and forms flattene~ ring. 

Case 4 - Solder weto and spreads forming a flat sheet. 

AS;'M Committee B-8 is s:t;udying the solderability of tin plating and has 

used the spread test and Fessel's spread factor in recently reported work 

(31). Vacuum hold down on a hot plate was the method of heating. A 

commercial instrument .was used.* Fii"ty-fifty tin-lead solder was used at 

the relativelY law temperature of 221 c, only 5°C above the 11quidous. The 

sampJes were tested as -plated and after exposure of up to one year to .85~ 

humidity at 38 C (100 F). In same of the aged specimens tbe molten solder 

broke through and flowed under the oxide film thl. t had developed on the 

* Enamel Scorch Tester, H. N. lUakeslee, :Barrington, Illinois 
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surface. Not knoWing bow to combine these With the more normal results, 

these anomalous tests were discarded. Thwaites (36) reported this type 

of flow also and concluded that the spread test was inapplicable When 

testing aged specimens. 

c. Dip Tests 
.. 

The simplest test of solderability is the immersion of the specimen into 

molten solder., its removal, and the examination of the dipped s'ilrface. 

One of the earliest reports of the dip test was published by L. G. 

Earle (21) in 1945. He criticized the spread test on several grounds. 

In same cases, he said, the spread test indicated that tin and lead 

spread about the satiie Which is . contrary to experience. 

He performed some simple spread tests using 0 .l cu. em. cones of solder 

' and copper plates prefluxed. with rosin-alcohol. The tests were performed 
. . 

at 6o°C over the liquidoua· of ·the solder. Triplicate specimens were 

used. One was removed .from the heat after 5 seconds of flow 1 the second 

aft~r 10 secondS, and the third after spreading bRd ceased. He found 

that although different solders might have the same ultimate spread, 

the rates ·at which they·achieved it could.be significantly different. 

i• 
);ti 

Since the elapsed time in solderiDg -..o rations is on the order of a few 
. /' 

se'conds, the rates of spreading are more important than the final spread. 

Earle, therefore, used a differ~nt. approach. He argued that no solder 

flow or joint forma,tion:could. occur until the solid metal was wetted by 

the solder. If this wetting occurr~d at a relatively low temperature 

then soldering was said to be easy. If a relatively high temperature 

was required, then soldering was clifficult. He then defined what be 

called the Minimmn Effective Wetting Temperature (M.E.W.T.), the lowest 
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temperature at "Which the solder wets the solid instantaneously, and he 

built an instrument to measure it. 

This instrument, w.nich Earle called the Kollagra.ph, was a two pan, beam 

balance. (Figure _1) The pan on one arm was replaced with a fixture f'rom 

which was suspende" a test panel in a vertical position. The other arm 

contained a pan on which weights were placed to tare the· test panel. 

A chain was also at¥-ched to this arm and to a motor operated drum. At the 
.. · 

end of' the pointer were two contacts tbat were in a circuit with the drum 

motor. If' the beam tipped to the right one contact was closed and the drum 

motor was activated to unreel more chain bringing .the system back·into 

balance. Similarly.;· tilting the other way- vould cause the motor to Wind up 

some chain. The direc'bion and the amount of' the drum's rotation were recorded 

on ~ strip chart. 

A solder ~ath with a temperature controlled to± l°C was raised until it 

just made contact With the bottom edge of' the panel. If' there was no wetting 

the buoyant force of' the solder caused the .motor to wind up some chain. If' 

wetting occurred, there was a downward pull on the panel cauaing the drum 

motor to turn to increase the length of chain. The strip chart 1 tbl;lS 1 "\: 

recorded the time for wetting· to occur and the rate at which wetting built 
. . ' 

up. Figure 8 ,sho~ two typical charts. 

The trace on the right shows that approximately 4 seconds elapsed before 

wetting occurred and then that wetting proceeded to its maximum over a period 

of' about 6 seconds • The steps were aue to the nature of the instrument and 

not to the mechanism of wetting. The trace on the lef't shows that wetting 

began instantly and proceeded 'to its· tul1 value at a rate as tast or taster 
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than the Kollagra.ph could follow. The peak is the result of instrument 

overshoot. 

To determine the Minimum Effective Wetting Tillle, Earle would run a series 

of tests with a gi~n solder-flux-stock system at different temperatures, 

adjusting the temperature according to the results until the lowest temperature 

at which instanta¥ou8 wetting occurred was found. This, he called the M.E.W.T. 

The Kollagraph also yielded a value for the interfacial tension. He determined 

the M.E.W.T. for 24 tin-lead solde.r8 1 some containing antimony and/or silver. 

The fluxes used were zinc ammonium chloride and rosin-alcohol. The stock 

was copper, brass, zinc, tin plate, ~me plate, and black plate in thicknesses 

ranging from o.oo8 to 0.066 em. (0.003 to 0.026 inch). In some tests the 

panels were preheated. Considerable data is presented and discussed. 

A quantitative test of the solderabUity of electrical leads was developed 

by J. A. ten Du1s (22). He stated. that. although a spread test was well 

adapted for ~nvestigating the conditions affecting dip tinning it did not 

yield such vortliw'hile· intonation with respect to the joining of wires by 

dip or iron soldering. He, too, criticized. spread tests on the basis of their 

not representing the events taking place in the relatively short (about 2 

seconds) times involved in the joining of wires. 

In ten Duis 1 test, the wire to be tested is immersed horizontally into a 

globule of molten solder. The time required for the solder to :flow around 

the wire and join at ·the top ·is,. taken as the solderability. The principle 

of the test is illustrated in Figure 9· 

In the figure, the block of chromium plated steel contains a small conical 

hollow at the top in w'hich 1s a controlled quantity of solder. The block 1s 
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heated to the testing temperature. The prefluxed wire to be tested is 

clamped in a horizontal position over the solder, A •. The block is raised 

·so that the Wire cuts the solder in two, B. The solder creeps around the Wire 

at a speed dependi~ on the conditions and the solderability of the wire. 

When the two halves join at the top, C, they do so abruptly alloWing this 

instant to be· time¢~. very acctirately. The time between the cutting of the 

solder with the wire and of the rejoining is measured with a stopwatch. 

The shorter the time the better tbe solderability. Very good correlation 

with practice ·is claimed. 

Typical test conditions were: solder - 1~ mg (0.022 cu. em.) 6o-4o tin-lead 

:flux - rosin alcohol 

· t~rature - 250 C ( 67°C over liquidous) 

Under these conditions a soldering time of about 7 seconds was obtained With 

copper wire. 

Modifications· of ten Duis' test have been suggested. The International 

Electrochemical Commission (32) proposes to adjust the volume of solder 

used according to the size of the wire tested. They propose a specification 

of an average of less than 2-1/2 seconds with no single value greater than 

5 seconds. They also suggest an accelerated ·:aging test of 16 hours at 155 C. 

It has been recommended (33) that the chromium plated block be replaced With 

aluminum containing a :f~ush ·iron pin on which the solder rests. 

Pessel .(231 24) developed a solderability test tor electrical lead wires 

tbat may be looked upon as either a spread test or a dip test. The leads 

are tested in an as received condition and no :flux is used. The lead is 
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given a right angle bend to permit it to be later immersed while in a horizontal 

position. Solid eutectic tin-lead Wire solder·· (0.025 em., 0.01 inch diameter) 

is tightly wrapped about the lead to form a loop. The ends are then cut 
·. '. 

away. If space ~ts two or three s~parate loops are wound on each lead. 
\': . 

The lead and solder loops are then immersed in a bath of liquid polyethylene 

glycol* maintained at 195. ± 2°C. This liquid is used presumably because 

of its inertness. About 2 seconds a.:f'ter the solder melts the leads are 

removed, cooled, and cleaned •. The solderability is. determined by examining 

the form of the flowed solder. Various forms are shown in Figure 10. Pessel 

says that excellent solderability is required for the highest joint quality 

in mechanized soldering of printed circuit assemblies. Fair to good .is 

satisfactory for most hand soldering. 

Military Stan4ard MIL-STD-2020, Method 208A defines a dip solderability test 

for solid lead Wires 0.11 em. (O.o45 in~h)· in diameter and smaller. The same 

test is pUblished by the Electronic Industries Association as EIA Standard 

RS-l'r8~A. · The as-r~.ceived lead. is dipped in rosiri-alcohol flux and then 

by means of a motor operated c~ is lowered into molten solder (232 C) at 

a rate of 2.5 ± 0.6 em./secon~ (1 ± l/4.inch/second), held in the·solder 

5 ± 1/2 seconds, and raised. at th~ same rate. A:f'ter cooling and cleaning 

in isopropyl alcohol the solder coating is examined. The criteria of 

acceptance is coverage of at least 95~ of the dipped surface with a continuous 

solQ.er coating. . The remaining 5% may. contain voids and pinholes provided 

they are not concentrated in one area. ·Pictures are given illustrating 

degrees of coverage. 

Evans and Monroe studied MIL-sTD-2020, Method 208A. They said that the 

principle problem of the test was the evaluation of the results. Ther 

* Carbowax 4oo, Union Carbide Campany 
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tried a variety of techniques to overcame this: 

L Increasing contrasts on soldered surface with ~s ~ 

2. Measuring amount· of light reflected f'ram the sample. 

3. Viewing 'lll}P.er magnification. 

4. Edczy curren~s and thermocouple effects ~ 

5. Twisting ten times to accentuate surface defects. 

6. Measuring tensile strength of loop of wire soldered to itself. 

Of these only the.last. two proved worthWhile •. The twisting test helped in 

borderline decisions. The. tension test when the results were expressed 

in terms of energy-to-failure would differentiate between good and bad 

solderability. 

Evans and Monroe also tentatiVely recommended tmmersion in heated, deionized 

water as an accelerated test. 

The Institute of Printed Circuits (25) modified the previous test tor 

evaluating the.solderability of.·printed circuits. 

The Electronic Industries Association (26) developed a someWhat different 

test of printed· circuit boards in Which the board was floated on the solder 

surface then removed and examined. 

A more sophisti~ated test of this type was reported.by Fabish (27) and has 

been incorporated in Military. Specificat;ton, MIL-P-55110, Printed Wiring 

Boards. Its purpose is to evaluate the solderability of circuit boards 

to be put through automatic wave soldering processes. This test utilizes 

a standard circuit b:oard consisting of parallel conductor paths, 0.19 em. 

wide and 0~13 em. apart (0.075 and 0.05 inch). The board is placed 
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over the fixture shown in Figm-e 11 and held in place by weights • The assembly, 

Figure 12, is placed in· a lowering device that all.QWJJ the assembly to be 

lowered onto a molten solder·.bath and immersed deep enough for the solder ·.·. . . . : . . 

to bulge through the holes in the test fixture and to . contact the board. 

Tin-lead (6o-4o) solder is used at 232 C at a. s.tandard time of immersion of 

12 seconds. 

After cooling and cleaning two diagonal dimensions of the circular solder 

spots formed are measured. If any spot haS dewetted or unwetted areas 

exceeding 25% of the total area the board is considered to have unsatisfactory· 

solderability. Under standard dipping conditions it was found that freshly 

cleaned bare copper. boards de~loped average spot diameters of 0. 94 to 0. 97 

inch. Tin plate_ gave 0.99 inch. The poorest showing ws copper that had 

been heated in air at 250 c·· for 15 hours and fluxed With rosin-alcohol just ' .. . . . 

prior to testing. This yielde.d a spread of. 0.61 inch.· This ws comparable 

to the contact size obtained When a glass plate ws ussd in tbe place of a 

circuit board and indicated that no spreading occurred. Outside of other 

similarly aged copper specimenS and clean nickel, no other tested boards 

were under 0.69. 

In MIL-P-55110 it is required thatJcircuit boards with the standard circuit 

pattern be processed a~d stored along With production boards. Then before 

these boards are to go to the soldering operation the standard boards are 
.. 

tested. If the· stardard boards ·yield spots less than 0.84 inch in diameter 

the lot they :t:eprel:lent is considered unsatisfactory. 

This test is rather ingenious but it must be used with caution. It should 

be able to distinguish between circuit boardS (or other flat su:r~ces) 

that have significatnly' different solderabilities •. The test rray, however, 
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lack adequate sensitivity since the overall range of spot size found was 

o.6o to 0.99, that is, the surface with the very bes:t s-olderability was only 

65~ larger t}:lan oil:~- With no _solderability. The sensitivity is sure to be 

even less sine~ the preponderance of tested surfaces ranged from 0. 70 to 

0.95. It seems, therefore, rash to set an acceptable range of·o.84 to 0.94. 

No correlation of test results With practice is gi'Ven •. 

Thwaites (36) developed a dip test in "Which panels mounted on rotating arms 

are carried through a solder bath at various speeds and thus are immersed 

for various lengths of time. Any length of immersion from 0.25 to 30 

seconds could be selected • 

. By testing a series of identical panels, reducing the immersion time a:f'ter 

each test until an incomplete coating is obtained.a measure of the wetting 

rate is obtained. 'J;'h:e ·technique can also b~ used as a go-no go acceptance 

test by establishing a single immersion time. _Minimum wetting times of 

less than one second were obtained for surfaces that had excellent solderability. 

Thwaites stated that tli.e wetting time test used in coi.ljunction With a 

spread te~t yielded m~~~ valuable information for comparing- surfaces than 

either teat alone. 

D. P~netration Tests 

In order for a solder .1<?int to be formed not only does the solder have to wet 

the surfaces but it--must penetrate and fill the spaces between them. For 

this reason Va.rious workers ·have concerned themselves With developing 
. ' 

solderability tests that measured the capillary flow of solder into narrow 

spaces. 
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Daniels and MacNaughta.n (2) pointed out tbat the penetration of external.ly 

applied solder into.joints such as the seams of cans-is. of greater industrial 

importance than tlle. spreading of dr~ps • '!'bey' studied the capillary rise of 

tin and of solders in metal tubes under the action of fluxes. They. used 
. . I 

electrofor.med copper tubes (0.066 em., 0.026 inch ID) which were fluxed, 

preheated, and dipped· vertical.ly into molten metal, the Whole being in a 

f'urnace. At a predeteriilined time, a blast of air was passed through the 

:f'urnace quenching and freezing the metal in the tube. Tm tube was sectioned 

longitudinally and the height of rise and the contact angle were measured. 

The authors did not claim accurate measures of interfacial tensions but 

stated that by comparison of various tested tubes the effects of temperature, 

time, solder, flux, etc. · could be evaluated. 

Latin (5) determined the value of the penetration coefficient for horizontal 

plates in the presence of flux. ·This is given by Equation 10 in the foregoing 

section on theory. 

Equation.lO k = 312. 
2tcl. 

Where: 1 = length 

d a gap. spacing 

t =time 

He clamped two 10.8 em. (4-1/4 inch) long·panels to be tested between 

heated plates •. The·: cl.esired separation of the panels was obtained by insertine 

between them two Nicb:I•onie strips of the necessary thickness. The panels 

were assembled with the upper one overlapping the other by about 1/l~ inch 

(Figure ·13). A silica vessel was filled with molten solder to the extent 

the menisc"US extended above the edge of the vessel. The vessel was raised 

so that the solder surface contacted the horizontally mounted panels at 
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the overlapping end. The solder then flowed between the panels by capillary 

action. Latin measured the elapsed time for the sol~r to appear at the 

other end. The observed times were on the order of 1 to 5 seconds. 

McK~own and Moore C15) reported on a series of tests using Latin's method. 

In contrast to Latin's relatively elaborate set up, Schumacher, Bouton, and 

Phipps (25) devised a veri simple approach in which pairs of tWisted wires 

were dipped verticia.lly ilito molten solder and the height of the capillary 

rise of the solder measured. The wires (copper, brass, or iron) were 

stretched to straighten them. One pair of ends was gripped in a vise and 

the other pair in a ;hand drill: The pair was twisted under tension to a 

pitch of 2.5 em. (1 inch). Lengths of 6.4 em. (2-1/2 inches) were cut off 

and cleaned and fluxed. A length was then graspeQ. by one end w1 th pliers 

and dipped part way _i~to the solder pot for 15 'seconds after which it was 

withdrawn and allowed to cool in the same vertical position. This method 

can be used to aompare different wires, solders, and fluxes. However, care 

must be used in drawing' conclusions· because the twisted wires tend to unwind 

slightly i.n the test and the temperature decreases up the length of the wire. 

This latter situation Will cause tra.ctionation of non-eutectic solders so 

that the composition of the solder Will ·cbB.nge as it climbs. the specimen. 

The test was used to c9JIIP8,re solders, f~uxes, temperatures, and cleanliness 

of substrates. Heberlein (29) used this test method to evaluate the effect 

of imp\U'it:i.es in tin-lead solders. 

·:saney (30) studied the penetration of solder using the simulated joint shown 

in Figure 14. 

Two pieces of 20 gage copper sheet were cleaned, bright dipped, and bent 
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around each other to form the·joint. Shims, 0.038 em. (0.015 inch) thick, 

were inserted in the· entrance producing a wedge shaped joint. Two pieces 

of solder wire were placed at the opening. In some ·tests the solder contacted 

the mouth of the o~ning and in other tests they were .08 ~· (1/32 inch) 

away from the openi,ng requiring the solder to spread to the opening before 

it could penetrate. In other· instances crooked pieces of solder wire were 

used to give a variable spacing. 
L 

. . . . ' ,. 

The joint and. solder were placed on a hot plate at a temperature. that caused 

melting to occur within 10 ~econds. .A:f'ter penetration, the joint was 

cooled and Peeied ba.ck 'and the .. nature .of the solder flow noted. One interesting . .... . .· . . . 

observation was tll.at. both lead and eutect.ic tin-lead solder penetrated the 

joint well, but'.s_older was better able to flow over the surface and come 
\. 

• 0 

into contact with the joint opening:~ 

III Conclusion 

Understandi~ of' the theory of wetting and capill.ary flow and ways these mechanisms 

are mo~fied by alloying, surface roughness, contamination, etc. is a necessity . . . . 

for the intelligent investigation of soldering processes and solderability 

testing. No single test· has been devised that will measure solderability (indeed, . ' .. •' .·. ' -. ' 

persons disagree on a definition·· of what solderability is, a matter I have 
·, 

care:f'ully' sidest~pped) •· · However, spread tests 1 dip tests, and penetration 

tests devised and analyzed in the light of this knowledge will yield valuable 
<t-

information both in the study of the solcm.ring process and in evaluating the 

quality of in-process parts. 

In using spread tests one must duplicate as closely as possible the conditions 

of actual soldering processes. This means rapid heating and cooling and short 
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times. The test must be delicate enough to be able to measure differences in 

spreading not only ultimately but ~lao during the critical f~rst few seconds. 

Dip tests probably are. the best for measuring the solderability of production 

items; particularly t¥se. that are later processed through automatic soldering 

operations. The test ~hould be mechanized so to eliminate variability and 

bias aria ing from ~e operator. The biggest problem here is the evaluation of 

the resUlts of the test. It is not difficult to recognize a perfect part or 

a poor one but the borderline case caJ.J.s for judgement. Here 1 photographic 

standards probably are the .best answer. 

Penetration tests have been neglected probably because of their relative 

difficulty. Certainly1 hawever 1 such a test is called for in any manufacturing 

operation requiring the .penetration of· solder a relatively long distance into 

a joint. Pene~ration tests bec~e even more important wen requirements for 

strength and hermetic seal are imposed. Probably the best penetration test is 

one tl:at closely, simulates the joint being made. Definitely1 spread tests and 

dip tests should not be relied upon except to the extent they may cast light 

upon the relationships involved between solid1 flux 1 and solder. 
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GAS --LIQUID--· 

FIGURE 1 - Forces acting at a liquid-gas-solid 
boundary, not at equilibrium 

FIGURE 2 -·Forces acting at a liquid-gas-solid 
boundary when wetting occurs 

FIGURE 3 - Force.s acting at a liquid-gas-solid 
boundary when wetting does not occur 
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FIGURE 4 - Idealized representation of microscopic nature of surfaces 
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FIGURE 5 - Rise in a capillary tube by a liqui d that 
wets the tube 
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FIGURE 6 - Reflection of incident light from surface of 
spreading drop, from Adams 
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FIGURE 7 - Schematic o{ Kollagraph 
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FIGURE 8 - Typical Kollagraph traces 
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FIGURE 9 - Principle of the ten Duis solderability test 
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FIGURE 10 - Types of results from Pes sel 1 s 
solderability test 
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FIGURE 11 - Fabish solderability test fixture 
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FIGURE - 12 - Cross section of circuit board in place 
on solder, Fabish solderability test 

FIGURE 13 - Latin solder penetration apparatus 
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FIGURE 14 - Sirnulated solder joint, Bailey solder penetration test 




